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                In Rhode Island, a general partnership is when people join forces, combining skills and resources. Explore our guide below for crucial insights into general partnerships in the Ocean State.        
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By definition, a general partnership in Rhode Island is a for-profit business that two or more people carry on as co-owners. General partners normally have equal rights to share their business’s profits and are equally liable for business debts.



In this article, we review how to form a general partnership in Rhode Island and why it might be right for you. 







Step 1: Determine if you should start a general partnership 



Different business owners have different business needs, so a general partnership might suit some owners well while being a poor choice for others. What kind of choice is a general partnership for you? We have compiled a list of common pros and cons of starting a general partnership to help you come to a conclusion. 



Pros



There can be many positive features of a general partnership, such as:



	Pass-through taxation
	Easy formation
	Low maintenance
	Straight-forward division of profits and losses




The simplicity of starting and running a general partnership can be a large draw for many entrepreneurs, but this business structure is generally better suited for short-term projects. General partnerships often end when one partner dies or walks away.



Cons 



It may be simple in a lot of ways, but the general partnership structure has potentially complicated aspects, including: 



	General partners being jointly liable for the partnership’s legal and financial problems
	Fewer options for raising business capital, compared to other business entity types
	General partners being liable for the wrongful conduct other individual partners commit in the ordinary course of business
	Stricter rules for transferring ownership, compared to other business entities




With the minimal personal liability protections in a general partnership, a bad decision of one of your general partners could affect your personal assets. Fortunately, other types of partnerships can offer you more protection. A limited partnership and limited liability partnership often provide more security for the personal assets of business owners.   







Step 2: Choose a business name 



Unlike several other business entities, there are generally no Rhode Island general partnership registration requirements for formation. An unregistered general partnership normally uses the legal names of all of its partners as the business name. If you want a different or more creative name for your general partnership, you need to file paperwork with the state or local government.







Step 3: File a DBA Name (if needed)



You can get creative when choosing a name for your general partnership, but you need to file paperwork with the government to register a trade name. Some states call a trade name a “doing business as” or DBA name. Your general partnership’s DBA is any business name that is different from all the general partners’ legal names. It’s important to check with your city clerk for their specific requirements, but registering your DBA can require:



	Choosing a unique DBA
	Filing a notarized Trade Name Certificate with the town or city clerk
	Paying associated fees




Taking these extra steps for a different business name can be worth it, and we can make these steps easier for you with our Rhode Island DBA Service. 







Step 4: Draft and sign a Partnership Agreement



The success of your business often hinges on the business choices you make. Don’t you want the maximum amount of control that you can have over your business choices? If you want to maximize control over your choices as a business owner, you’ll likely need to draft and sign a Rhode Island General Partnership Agreement. With a Partnership Agreement, you can write your own rules about how to address business matters such as: 



	Transferring ownership 
	Sharing profits and losses
	Resolving conflicts between general partners
	Dissolving the business




Without a Partnership Agreement, you have to conduct your business according to the default rules in Rhode Island’s Uniform Partnership Act. Rhode Island’s default rules might not properly address your unique business needs and they might hinder your success. If you want more control over your business, it’s usually best to write your own rules whenever you can. 







Step 5: Obtain licenses, permits, clearances



You might not need to register as a general partnership in Rhode Island to start one, but that doesn’t mean you don’t have to file any business paperwork with the government. For authority to conduct business, many partnerships need licenses, clearances, and permits from the government. They might need these authorizations at the local, state, and federal government levels, or combinations of the three. At the state level, common authorizations can include:



	Professional licenses
	Retail Sales Permits
	Foodservice licenses




How do you know which licenses your general partnership needs? You have to do a hefty amount of research. But you don’t need to fret about figuring out all of your licensing needs on your own. With our partners at Avalara, we can do this research for you and list all of your needs in our Rhode Island Business License Report. 







Step 6: Get an Employer Identification Number (EIN)



As you likely already know, paying taxes is a big part of running a legally compliant business. To fulfill its federal tax obligations, your general partnership must have an Employer Identification Number (EIN) from the IRS. An EIN is how the IRS identifies businesses on tax paperwork, and every partnership has to have one. We imagine getting an EIN is yet another business administration task among the many on your desk, but we can handle this for you with our Employer ID Number Service. 







Step 7: Get Rhode Island state tax identification numbers



Your general partnership will also likely owe several state taxes. Paying these taxes often requires tax accounts or tax identification numbers from the state. You can contact the Rhode Island Division of Taxation for help setting up these accounts and numbers. 







Forming a Business Partnership in Rhode Island: Next Steps



Setting up your finances and safeguarding your property after you start a new business is important. Once you have your general partnership in place, it’s usually best to open a business bank account and obtain insurance for your business’s assets. You can use the general partnership’s EIN to open new business policies and accounts for the business. 







How We Can Help



Forming a partnership in Rhode Island can be simple, but also a lot of work. If the thought of growing your business while keeping it legally compliant exhausts you, you can rest easier with our help. We offer a large catalog of business development and maintenance services. Specifically, we can help you keep your business legally compliant with our Worry-Free Compliance Service. We’re here to help set up business owners like you for success!



If you want to start a business but you don’t want it to be a general partnership, you have plenty of other choices. Instead, you could start a limited liability company (LLC) or corporation. We can help you form these other business types with our Rhode Island LLC and Rhode Island Corporation Formation Services. Our help includes a Rhode Island Operating Agreement Template and more information on Rhode Island Articles of Incorporation. 







Disclaimer: The content on this page is for information purposes only, and does not constitute legal, tax, or accounting advice. If you have specific questions about any of these topics, seek the counsel of a licensed professional.












Rhode Island General Partnership FAQs





        	
    
    
        
                Do general partnerships have to register in Rhode Island?        


            
    
        If you want to start a general partnership in Rhode Island, you don’t have to register it. But your general partnership might need to file other paperwork with the government to keep it legally compliant or if operates under a trade name.

    


	
    
    
        
                Does Rhode Island tax general partnerships?        


            
    
        General partnerships don’t have to pay income taxes at the entity level. Instead, each partner pays income taxes on their share of the business income and reports the information on their personal tax return. This is pass-through taxation.

    


	
    
    
        
                What is the difference between a partner and an owner?        


            
    
        A partner owns the right to share the profits of a general partnership, and a partner has the right to manage the partnership. If a partner transfers their right to business profits to another person, that new owner of the profits doesn’t necessarily have the right to manage the general partnership.

    


	
    
    
        
                How is a general partnership organized?        


            
    
        You can start a general partnership simply by engaging in a for-profit business with a co-owner. Rhode Island’s partnership law dictates how you operate your general partnership unless you draft and sign a Partnership Agreement with different business operation rules.

    


	
    
    
        
                Who is responsible for the debts in a general partnership?        


            
    
        Normally, all general partners are responsible for the partnership’s debts.
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